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Abstract—Innovation has stagnated in artificial intelligence
implementations of first-person shooter bots in the video games
industry. We set out to observe whether reinforcement learning
could allow bots to learn complex combat strategies and adapt to
their enemies’ behaviors. In a general approach, a simple combat
environment and a shooter bot with basic functionality were
created as a testbed; using this testbed, q-learning was
implemented to allow for updating of the bot’s policy for choosing
high-level combat strategies. Multiple tests were run with different
numbers of iterations of a combat scenario in which the bot with
the q-learning implementation faced off against a simple reactionbased agent. The learning bot updated its policy to make strategic
decisions and increase its chances of winning, proving its ability to
adapt to the behaviors of its opponents. The minor success of this
particular test case indicates that the implementation of
reinforcement learning abilities in first-person shooter bots is an
option worthy of further exploration.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive bots – bots which change their behaviors to best
suit the situation – are not common in first-person shooter video
games, despite the wide range of player skill levels. The most
likely reason for this stagnation in artificial intelligence
development in modern games is because of the unpredictability
of learning in complex and dynamic environments, and since
video games are commercial products, they are guided by a set
of rules that tends to favor reliable customer satisfaction rather
than experimentation. Thus, commercial video game
development has tended to favor “rule-based systems, state
machines, scripting, and goal-based systems” [2], which tends
to lead to predictable behaviors, fine-tuning of parameters, and
a necessity to write separate code for different behavior types
[2][3]. Predictable behaviors can lead to players quickly learning
and exploiting the behavior of their computer-controlled
opponents, which in turn can lead to general boredom in singleplayer games. Thus, the possibility of creating agents that can
adapt and change behaviors based on their environments in a
commercial environment is an enticing concept for consumers.
Although commercial game development has stuck to
reliable and tested methods, learning research in video game
environments has seen a surge in recent years [2]. However,
current research tends to employ purpose-built testbeds [2], use
previously released game engines with little flexibility for future
use or development [1] and employ action spaces with low-level
functions [1][2][3]. This is a logical approach as a controlled and
fully known environment can lead to discoveries in algorithm
implementation and modification. The goal of our work was to
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explore the possibility of integrating reinforcement learning
artificial intelligence via q-learning in a modular development
environment, implementing an action space with higher-level
functions in order to achieve “consistent and controlled
unpredictability” in our implementation (in terms of bot
behavior), and creating a foundation for future research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
One approach to employing reinforcement learning in a
video game environment to combat predictability utilizes a
technique called dynamic scripting, implemented by
Policarpo, D & Urbano, Paulo & Loureiro, T [3]. In this
approach, a series of rules are created outlining actions to be
taken in the case of certain conditions being met. The agent
then selects a subset of these rules – a script – to follow based
on rule weights that are updated after each learning episode.
All rules within a script are given a reward based on the
measured success of the script. A statically coded agent was
used as the opponent for the learning episodes. Within 100
matches, the agent was able to find the optimal policy or script
for defeating its opponent, demonstrating that an agent could
easily learn the optimal policy to face off against a given
opponent simply by utilizing the same conditional rules
already implemented in first-person shooter bots.
Another approach to implementing learning in first-person
shooter games taken by Michelle McPartland and Marcus
Gallagher employs a tabular Sarsa reinforcement learning
algorithm, which allows an agent to speed up learning and
even learn sequences of actions by using eligibility traces [2].
This bot was trained with low-level actions in navigation, item
collection, and combat, using sensors to update its state after
each action. The bot was able to outperform a statically
programmed state machine bot within just 6 trials; however,
the training of low-level actions did not lead the bot to account
for all nuances of the environment, nor display higher-level
rational behavior such as running away when low on health or
hiding in cover, which would be favorable in modern video
game environments.
Another implementation of reinforcement learning used
deep neural networks and q-learning to train a bot for the
video game DOOM [1]. This project employed vision-based
learning techniques, using pixel data from the game as input.
Using these methods, they were able to successfully train a bot
to navigate environments and fight by making rational
decisions. However, the bot’s action space was limited to

turning, moving, and shooting, and did not focus on adapting
strategies to different opponents nor environments, but rather
the ones already present in the original DOOM game which
released in 1993.
All three of these projects took different approaches to
implementing reinforcement learning in a first-person shooter;
however, no single one of them investigated using higherlevel actions to learn strategies rather than how to play the
game. The agents utilized in their work employed action
spaces consisting of actions such as moving, turning, and
shooting. The ViZDoom project [1] and the project utilizing
the Sarsa RL algorithm [2] were successful in creating
learning agents that observably improved; however, the basis
of these agents’ functions on low-level actions meant the aim
of their work was to investigate whether an agent can learn
how to play the game rather than adapt new strategies.

both agents (-1.0 to 1.0 degrees in their X, Y, Z aim vectors) in
order to simulate natural aim. There was no game timer, instead
the overall fitness of an agent was gauged by the amount of
eliminations accrued while the learning agent was in its
exploitation phase.
Each simulation round consisted of a set number of
exploration iterations for the learning agent with a predefined
learning rate and discount factor, after which the learning agent
transitioned to its exploitation phase and eliminations were
counted for about thirty minutes per simulation round.

III. METHODOLOGY
Our experiment and implementation consisted of creating
our own testbed within the Unreal Engine, a popular and
powerful modern games engine. The testbed consisted of two
agents, one reaction-based and hard-coded to be aggressive, and
a second learning agent utilizing the q-learning reinforcement
learning algorithm. The objective of the testbed game mode was
simply to eliminate the opponent via ranged combat. We chose
the q-learning algorithm for the learning agent because of its
simplicity and ease of integration within the Unreal Engine,
along with its use of a learning rate and discount factor that
could be easily modified between simulations.
The map for our experiment was small enough for both bots
to find each other even through random wandering. The layout
consisted of walls, floors, spawn locations, and a cover node
graph overlay for the learning agent (see Fig. 1 & 2). The cover
nodes signified covered locations on the map. Navigation
between locations was handled by the engine and cover nodes
consisted of a location vector and an array of connected nodes
for the learning agent to move to and from. The map was
symmetric to create an even playing field for both agents.

Fig. 1. The game map viewed overhead.

We built everything within the Unreal Engine using stock
assets and one animation asset pack we modified from the
Unreal Marketplace named the Advanced Locomotion Pack,
created by user LongmireLocomotion. This asset pack
significantly reduced the development time of our testbed and
was modifiable for our needs.
Both agents had 100 health points and 20 rounds for their
weapons. In the interest of time, we did not implement health
or ammo pickups, and instead had health regenerate by 5 health
points a second 5 seconds after not taking damage, along with
unlimited reserve ammo. Reloading took 3 seconds, and the
cooldown between successive shots was set to 0.20 seconds to
prevent extremely rapid fire. A successful shot on an opponent
dealt 5 damage. A small amount of shot variance was added for

Fig. 2. The game map with cover node overlay and connected paths.

The reaction-based agent’s behavior was governed by a
simple behavior tree. The reaction-based bot was to wander
randomly when no opponent was in sight, shoot on sight,
follow its opponent when the opponent ran out of sight,
patrol the last known location for a short while and go back to
wandering after searching the last known location of its
opponent. The directive to shoot on sight overrode all other
actions. The reaction-based agent was designed to be
aggressive in order to see if the learning agent could learn a
strategy to compete with it, given a set of offensive and
defensive actions.
Both agents had a sensor component with a 75-degree
peripheral vision angle and 3000 Unreal Unit range, which
allowed them to see each other across the map. This decision
was made in order to simulate a human player’s range of
vision. Both bots also kept track of their opponent’s last
known location and updated it while their opponent was
within sight. Both bots could also sprint when moving to a
location, used primarily in the Move to Last Known Location
function for both as it was primarily an aggressive action. The
learning agent also had a collision mesh component extending
about 25 Unreal Units around its skeletal mesh in order to
update its state when being fired upon, in order to simulate an
alarmed state.
The state space for the learning agent consisted of 5
boolean variables (see Fig. 3), which resulted in a total of 32
distinct states. The learning agent’s action space consisted of 6
actions (see Fig. 4). The five Boolean variables that composed
the learning agent’s state space were mapped as a binary
string. This string was enumerated and kept track of when
updating the agent’s Q-Table and used to map its reward table
(see Fig. 5). The reward values chosen reflected rational
decisions a player would make under the same circumstances,
with large positive rewards for tactical behavior and large
negative rewards for endangering behavior. Viable but less
advantageous behavior was rewarded with values in between
these. Reward values were kept in a range between -300 and
300, instead of -3.0 and 3.0 because the Unreal Engine tended
to round off floating point values at about 7 points of
precision.
We implemented the standard Q-Function (1) in order to
update Q-Table values, with a dynamic reward function which
rewarded the learning agent with 20 points for successfully
hitting an enemy while firing and 200 for successfully
eliminating the enemy, regardless of what state it was in.
Likewise, the learning agent was rewarded -20 points for
being shot, and -200 points for being eliminated regardless of
what state it was in. The Q-Learning algorithm works by
considering the current state of the agent, the action taken in
that state, the next state the agent ends in, and the reward
gained from performing that action. The reward is added to a
prediction of future reward, calculated by taking the maximum
Q-Value attainable from the ending state, multiplied by a
discount factor which governs how much the agent valued

future rewards opposed to current rewards. Finally, the current
Q-Value is subtracted from this calculation (the purpose is to
find the greatest change in reward values, not accumulate
reward value) and multiplied by a learning rate which governs
to what extent newly acquired information overrides old
information. Furthermore, the Q-Learning algorithm is a
model-free reinforcement learning algorithm, meaning it does
not require a transition model to determine an optimal policy,
but it does require training and a predetermined reward table.
The intention behind a dynamic reward function was to create
a bit of variance between simulations and see if it influenced
how the agent learned strategies, as we were aiming to create
“controlled unpredictability” on a small scale.

(1)
STATE
LowHp
LowAmmo
PlayerInView

InCover

BeingShot

DESCRIPTION
Whether or not current
health is below 30
Whether or not current
ammo is below 5
Whether or not opponent is
currently in sight
Whether or not agent is
currently in cover (near a
cover node)
Whether or not agent has
been fired upon recently (5
second timer)

Fig. 3. State space for the learning agent.

ACTION
Move Randomly (0)

Aim and Shoot (1)
Run to Cover (2)

DESCRIPTION
Pick random point within
navigable radius (2000
Unreal Units) and move to it
Set focus on enemy and fire
a single round
If not In Cover:
Move to cover node furthest
from Last Known Location
Else:
Move to closest connected
cover node

Move to Last Known
Location (3)
Reload (4)

Stay in Place (5)
Fig. 4. Action space for learning agent.

Sprint within radius (150
Unreal Units) of Last
Known Location
Reload weapon (can be
moving, but will break
sprint)
Stand still at current
location

A singled learning step was defined as a loop (see Fig. 6).
During the exploration phase, the learning agent would get its
current state and perform a random action from its state space.
While it was performing this action, the learning agent would
calculate its reward. At the completion of the action, the agent
would evaluate its ending state and update its Q-Table values.
Because of the nature of its action space, with actions
requiring a varying amount of time, the time step for each
learning iteration was dynamic.

We performed two series of tests. The first was to see if
the learning agent could successfully learn to compete against
the reaction-based agent and if the behavior learned was
rational, in order to test our implementation. This testing was
performed by running a succession of simulations with an
increasing number of exploration iterations and a learning rate
and discount rate of 0.5. The second series of tests was aimed
at finding what amount of exploration iterations was required
to converge to maximum reward values and gather enough QTable update data. These tests were carried out with varying
learning rates and discount factors and then compared to one
another. We expected the learning agent to learn an optimal
strategy within at least 2500 exploration iterations, and to
display defensive rational behavior such as running away to
cover when low on health and reloading only when out of
sight of the opponent agent.
IV. RESULTS
For the first series of testing, we hit a roadblock in terms of
bugs within the Unreal Engine having to do with collision mesh
boundaries, collision traces, and ironing out reliable action
function implementation. Because of these, a lot of early
simulation results had to be discarded as collision detection and
navigation was not reliable enough to accept the data. Since
time was a factor for this project, we were able to perform three
successful simulations for this portion of testing after fixing the
bugs described above. The first simulation was run with 2500
exploration iterations. The results for the first simulation are
displayed in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. The learning agent’s Reward Table. The column in the middle signifies
the enumerated state of the agent, while the values to the left of it signify the
boolean variables associated with that state.

Fig. 6. The loop governing a single learning iteration of the learning agent.

Fig. 7. First simulation results with 2500 exploration iterations, learning rate
of 0.5 and discount factor of 0.5.

We immediately noticed that about half of the Q-Table
values were unpopulated, even after a long period of testing.
While this is unusable data, it did tell us something important,
that we needed to rework our exploration function. The values
unpopulated in Fig. 7 were in the range of states 8-15, and 2431. These state ranges all had to do with the boolean variable
LowAmmo described in Fig. 3. Since the learning agent only
fired a single round when randomly aiming and shooting, the
chances of the agent randomly firing 15 rounds before
reloading were incredibly slim. Therefore, we reworked our
exploration phase so that whenever the learning agent
respawned, it had a chance to spawn with a combination of
low health, low ammo, and in cover on a randomly chosen
cover node on the map in order to populate those missing
values of the Q-Table. The second simulation results are
shown in Fig. 8.

in place while in cover without seeing the opponent was
optimal. Unfortunately, due to another bug that wasn’t fixed
until after the third simulation had begun, during the
exploitation phase the learning agent kept performing the
highest valued action in the Q-Table, which was to aim and
shoot, without moving or reloading, rendering the exploitation
phase inconclusive. This bug was fixed shortly and the results
for the third simulation, shown in Fig. 9, yielded very
promising results. We were able to run the exploitation phase
and gather conclusive data. After 5000 exploration iterations,
the learning agent learned an optimal policy, which dictated
that the agent fire when the opponent is in view and the
learning agent does not have low health or ammo, seen by the
Q-Values for states 1 and 3-7, which is rational behavior.
Furthermore, the agent learned to reload when low on ammo,
not low on health and not in cover, regardless of being fired
upon, shown by the Q-Values for state 9, but to run to the next
closest cover when low on ammo, not low on health, being
fired upon, and in cover, shown by the Q-Values for states 11,
13, and 15. After about 2 hours spent in the exploitation phase,
the reaction-based bot scored 127 eliminations while the
learning bot scored 91. While the learning agent did not win
out over the reaction-based bot, it did display interesting
behavior which was not expected, such as hiding in cover for a
majority of the exploitation phase until the reaction based
agent came around, firing some rounds, then running to cover
again. The learning agent also surprisingly learned to sprint
right to the last known location of its opponent after spawning,
indicated by the Q-Value for state 0, which was not expected
and resulted in the learning agent consistently finishing off the
reaction-based bot from an earlier fight.

Fig. 8. Second simulation results with 2500 exploration iterations, learning
rate of 0.5, discount factor of 0.5, and reworked exploration phase.

The second simulation results were much more interesting,
although there were still a few gaps in the table for state 22
and 30, which had to do with being in cover while having the
opponent agent in view. The values from this simulation were
very close to what could be expected from the reward table,
with some variance for states where there were multiple
optimal reward values, such as for states 1 and 2, where the
learning agent was being fired upon and in cover, respectively.
From the exploration phase, the agent learned that aiming
back and shooting while being fired upon without having low
health or ammo was optimal. Likewise, it learned that staying

Fig. 9. Third simulation results with 5000 exploration iterations, learning rate
of 0.5, discount factor of 0.5, and reworked exploration phase.

For the second series of testing, we performed a total of 12
more simulations, this time recording the maximum reward
values of each simulation (see Fig. 10) and the amount of
eliminations in the exploitation phase where applicable. We
aimed to try to find out what number of iterations would yield
the maximum Q-Values before variance between the
maximum values would diminish. We found that this occurred
between 1000 to 2000 exploration iterations, where the
maximum Q-Values appeared to reach about 1400 points and
stop growing as quickly as they had from 100 to 1000
exploration iterations. However, this did not signify that the
bot had learned the optimal policy yet as the learning agent
only averaged around 1 win to the reaction bot’s 4 at 1000
iterations, while averaging around 1 to 1 eliminations at 2000
iterations. (Below 1000 exploration iterations the learning
agent did not win at all and showed very irrational behavior
such as running into the enemy while low on health and
reloading continuously. For this reason we are not considering
simulations with exploration iterations below 1000 for the
exploitation phase). This was most likely because while the
maximum Q-Values had been reached, the rest of the Q-Table
had not been filled out and all the states had not been fully
explored. Similar to our first round of testing, where the first
simulation we ran did not fill out about half the Q-Table
because the learning agent did not spend any time in about
half of his possible states, simulations with 1000 iterations not
perform enough exploration for about half of the learning
agent’s possible states, and required more time to train even
after our alteration to the exploration method. Furthermore, we
noticed that even though we were changing the learning rate
and discount factor, the spread and maximum Q-Values stayed
relatively constant. This was not expected and pointed to a
possible flaw in our implementation. However, changing the
learning rate and discount factor, or possibly simply by rerunning simulations, we were able to notice different but still
rational behavior from the learning agent. For the three rounds
of simulation with 2000 exploration iterations, the learning bot
would display varying degrees of aggressiveness, in terms of
engaging the opponent. For the first round with a low learning
rate, the bot learned to engage the opponent until it had low
health, then running to cover. For the simulation with a low
discount rate, the bot learned to run as soon as it was under
fire and run around cover nodes until it lost the reaction bot,
then waiting in ambush.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Looking at our results, it is safe to conclude that we need
to rework our learning agent’s state and action space. When
we performed our simulations, it was clear that the agent spent
most of its time in about half of the states. Also, from looking
at the results for both rounds of testing, the bot did not even
populate some states regardless of how many exploration
iterations were used. For example, for the third simulation in
the first round of testing, state 28 and state 30 were never
populated, which corresponded to having low ammo, low

health, and having the opponent in view. This was most likely
because the agent would regenerate health or reload before
encountering the opposing agent or would be between learning
iterations and not register the opponent coming into view
before regenerating health. This leads us to believe that we
should consider implementing a static time step for updating
the Q-Table instead of having it be based on a single action
loop as mentioned in Fig. 6 above. This could possibly lead to
a more widespread population of the Q-Table as state and
reward evaluation could be done in parallel to performing
actions.
We were successful in implementing Q-Learning and our
implementation utilized the Unreal Engine, which is a large
and robust game development engine. The action space and
state space was set up to be modifiable so addressing the
issues related to them should be possible without
reimplementing the entire project, which was one of our goals
at the onset of the project. We were also able to successfully
train a Q-Learning agent which showed unpredictable but
rational behavior, although we cannot comment on the
consistency of its training without running more tests and
simulations and addressing the current issues. Unfortunately,
the agent required a lot of time to train, and would not be
acceptable for a commercial video game implementation
anytime soon. We did not expect to have sunk so much time
into setting up the testbed in Unreal, which led to hasty testing
and simulation. This is something that we intend to fix with
future work, given that we will have more time and resources.

Fig. 10. Recorded maximum Q-Values for 12 simulations with three sets of
learning rates and discount factors.

For future work, we intend to first and foremost implement
a new action and state space for our learning agent. As it
stands, the current action and state space has led to
inconsistent results and many headaches in the form of bugs.
We also intend to change our learning iterations to be on a
timed interval and for Q-Table updates and reward
calculations to be performed in parallel with action execution.
Once these aspects are changed, we intend to expand our
prototype and perform many more simulations while changing

and observing a wider variety of variables, such as varying
learning iteration time steps and a wide variety of reward
tables. Furthermore, we intend to train the learning agent
against reaction-based bots with varying characteristics, as
opposed to just the aggressive bot we had used for this version
of the project. Training the learning agent in different
environments would be beneficial as well, along with a variety
of game modes and mechanics. Implementing health and
ammo pickups would be a must, as this mechanic is
widespread in modern video game titles and could lead to
interesting behavior. Also, there is the possibility of
implementing a different learning algorithm, or even a
combination of learning algorithms, to see if we can combat
the long training time required to attain acceptable results.
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